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We show that multiple suboptimal splice sites underlie
the thermal-sensitive splicing of the period (per) 30-
terminal intron (dmpi8) fromD.melanogaster, enabling
this species to prolong its midday ‘‘siesta,’’ a mecha-
nism that likely diminishes the deleterious effects of
heat during the longer summer days in temperate
climates. In D. yakuba and D. santomea, which have
a more ancestral distribution indigenous to Afro-equa-
torial regions wherein day length and temperature
exhibit little fluctuation throughout the year, the
splicing efficiencies of their per 30-terminal introns do
not exhibit thermal calibration, consistent with the little
effect of temperature on the daily distribution of
activity in these species. We propose that the weak
splice sites on dmpi8 underlie a mechanism that facil-
itated the acclimation of the widely colonized D.mela-
nogaster (and possibly D. simulans) to temperate
climates and that natural selection operating at the
level of splicing signals plays an important role in the
thermal adaptation of life forms.
INTRODUCTION
Many animals exhibit a bimodal distribution of activity, with
‘‘morning’’ and ‘‘evening’’ bouts of activity that are separated
by a midday dip in activity, or ‘‘siesta.’’ Cell-based circadian
(y24 hr) pacemakers drive these wake-sleep cycles, in addition
to a multitude of other daily rhythms in physiological and behav-
ioral phenomena. A physiologically relevant feature of circadian
clocks is that they are synchronized (entrained) by environmental
cues, most notably visible light and ambient temperature. Light is
almost certainly the predominant entraining agent in nature that
aligns circadian rhythms to local time, enabling life forms
to anticipate environmental transitions and perform activities at
biologically advantageous times during the day (reviewed
in Edery, 2000; Hastings et al., 1991). Ambient temperature is
also a key environmental modality regulating the daily timing of
circadian rhythms (Rensing and Ruoff, 2002; Sweeney and Hast-
ings, 1960). For example, diurnal animals usually respond to1054 Neuron 60, 1054–1067, December 26, 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Incolder temperatures by displaying a greater proportion of their
activity during the warmer daytime hours, whereas nighttime
activity predominates at warmer temperatures. This directional
response has a clear adaptive value, ensuring that the activity
of an organism is maximal at a time of day when the temperature
would be expected to be optimal for activity (Sweeney and Hast-
ings, 1960).
Several years ago, we used Drosophila melanogaster as
a model system to understand how temperature evokes
changes in the daily distribution of activity. Over a wide range
of photoperiods and temperatures, the morning and evening
bouts of activity in D. melanogaster are roughly aligned with
the dark-to-light and light-to-dark transitions, respectively (Ma-
jercak et al., 1999; Qiu and Hardin, 1996; Rieger et al., 2003).
Nonetheless, temperature modulates both the morning and
evening activity components by ‘‘fine-tuning’’ their temporal
distributions. As temperature increases, there is less midday
activity and the morning and evening bouts are increasingly
shifted into the cooler nighttime hours (Majercak et al., 1999).
The increase in nocturnal activity during warm days is almost
certainly an adaptive response that ensures D. melanogaster
minimizes the detrimental effects of the hot midday sun.
We showed that thermosensitive splicing of the 30-terminal
intron (termed dmpi8) from the key clock gene period (per) plays
a major role in temperature-induced changes in the daily activity
profile of D. melanogaster (Majercak et al., 1999). Expression of
per is under circadian regulation, contributing to daily cycles in
per RNA and protein levels, molecular oscillations that are inex-
tricably linked to the state of the clock and its normal progression
(Edery, 2000). On seasonably cold days, the proportion of dmpi8
spliced per mRNA compared to the unspliced variant is
enhanced, leading to more rapid daily increases in total per tran-
script levels and earlier evening activity (Majercak et al., 1999).
Active splicing of dmpi8 is required for increasing the abundance
of per mRNA levels, leading to the hypothesis that assembly of
spliceosomes at the 30-terminal intron somehow produces
more mature transcripts, possibly by facilitating 30-end forma-
tion. Transgenic flies bearing variant per transgenes where
splicing of dmpi8 was abrogated, manifested preferential
nocturnal evening activity even on cold days (Majercak et al.,
1999). Furthermore, the splicing efficiency of dmpi8 is regulated
by the clock and photoperiod, with long days inhibiting intron
removal (Collins et al., 2004; Majercak et al., 2004). The interplayc.
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because in temperate latitudes seasonal changes in day length
are also accompanied by predictable changes in average daily
temperatures. Together, the results suggest a model wherein
dmpi8 splicing plays a central role in the seasonal adaptation of
D.melanogaster, most notably by adjusting the timing of evening
activity in response to changes in average daily temperatures.
A rather unique feature of D. melanogaster is that it has a wide
distribution pattern from tropical to temperate regions, colo-
nizing in a manner closely associated with human migration. In
this report, we sought to determine whether a similar mechanism
is operating in D. yakuba, a species closely related to the cosmo-
politan D. melanogaster (Ko et al., 2003; Lachaise et al., 1988;
Russo et al., 1995) but with a more ancestral distribution indige-
nous to Afro-equatorial regions wherein day length and temper-
ature exhibit little fluctuation throughout the year. We show that
although the per gene from D. yakuba also has a 30-terminal
intron, it is efficiently spliced over a wide range of temperatures,
consistent with the little effect of temperature on the daily
rhythms of per RNA levels and behavior in this species. The
species-specific thermal splicing phenotypes are based on
differences in the strengths of key splice sites, whereby multiple
suboptimal splice signals on the 30-terminal intron from D. mela-
nogaster lead to gradual reductions in splicing efficiency as
temperature increases, presumably because binding of the spli-
ceosome to weak splicing signals is favored at cold tempera-
tures. A causal link between the strengths of canonical splice
sites on per 30-terminal introns and the thermal responsiveness
in splicing efficiencies and daily activity patterns is also sup-
ported by studies in D. santomea and D. simulans, species
closely related to D. yakuba and D. melanogaster, respectively.
Our findings indicate that the weak splicing signals on dmpi8
enables D. melanogaster to manifest a more robust and longer
midday siesta, possibly facilitating adaptation to temperate
climates where the longer days of summer are accompanied
by prolonged periods of heat.
RESULTS
Daylength but Not Temperature Modulates
the Daily Distribution of Activity in D. yakuba
To investigate the effects of temperature on the daily activity
pattern of D. yakuba we initially entrained flies to standard cycles
of 12 hr light/12 hr dark [12:12 LD; where zeitgeber time (ZT) 0 is
lights-on], and evaluated them at several different temperatures
previously shown to modulate the timing of daily activity in
D. melanogaster (i.e., 18C, 25C, and 29C) (Majercak et al.,
1999). We also included D. melanogaster flies that were treated
contemporaneously as a benchmark for comparative analysis.
To better quantify the effects of temperature on daily activity
patterns we measured the onsets, peaks and offsets of the
clock-controlled morning and evening bouts of activity. In addi-
tion, we also measured the less well-documented midday siesta,
herein defined as the time interval between the offset and onset
of the morning and evening components, respectively. We found
that morning offset and evening onset were the most reliable
phase markers for temperature-induced changes in the timing
of the two major activity bouts, although calculating the morningNecomponent is sometimes less reliable due to an occasional light-
driven burst in activity (‘‘startle response’’) at the dark-to-light
transition. Similar results were obtained when we varied the
onset and offset phase reference points from 25% to 75% of
peak values (data not shown), and results with 50% are shown
as they were the most reproducible.
While not the focus of this current study we examined a wide
variety of standard laboratory and natural strains of D. mela-
nogaster and noted that they exhibit similar temperature induced
changes in daily activity patterns, indicating that this thermal
response is a general feature of this species (data not shown;
results obtained with the standard Canton S strain are shown).
Most notably, increases in temperature are associated with
slight advances in morning activity, a more robust and longer
siesta time and significant delays in evening activity (e.g., Figures
1A–1C and Tables S1–S3 for results from ANOVA analysis) (Ma-
jercak et al., 1999). For example, at 29C the offset of morning
activity is2.0 hr earlier, the siesta time 6 hr longer and the onset
of evening activity 3.5 hr later compared to 18C (Figure 1 and
Table S1). In prior work we also observed a preferential effect
of temperature on the timing of the evening activity component
compared to the morning bout (Majercak et al., 1999). Indeed,
although temperature has broad circadian-regulated and direct
(‘‘masking’’) effects on the diurnal distribution of activity in
D. melanogaster (e.g., Yoshii et al., 2002), the role of the per
(herein referred to as dmper; D. melanagaster per) 30-terminal
intron (dmpi8) has been most closely linked to the timing of
evening activity (Majercak et al., 1999) (see Introduction). As
previously reported, the mean splicing efficiency of dmpi8
throughout a daily cycle decreases as temperature rises and
there is a clock-controlled daily fluctuation, especially at warm
temperatures where it reaches a nadir between ZT6 to 12 (Fig-
ure 1G) (Majercak et al., 1999; Collins et al., 2004; Majercak
et al., 2004). In summary, our results confirm prior findings using
D. melanogaster and the more detailed behavioral analysis
indicates that midday activity levels are particularly sensitive to
temperature (Tables S1–S3).
D. yakuba also displays a bimodal activity pattern (Figures 1D–
1F and Tables S1–S3). However, over a broad range of temper-
atures (18C–29C) there is little effect on the timing of the
morning and evening bouts of activity and especially the length
of siesta time, which remains at 7 hr (Tables S1–S3; ANOVA
for comparison between temperatures, p = 0.78). We saw similar
responses in all the D. yakuba strains we analyzed, whether the
progeny tested were derived from strains that had been reared
under laboratory conditions for several decades or isofemale
lines established from recently wild-caught flies (e.g., Figures
8A and 8B and data not shown). D. yakuba strains also display
a pronounced midday dip in activity even during cold days
(Figure 1D) in contrast to D. melanogaster. Thus, unlike D. mela-
nogaster, D. yakuba exhibits preferential daytime activity over
a broad range of temperatures with a pronounced decrease in
activity levels during a relatively fixed time window in the middle
of the day when hot temperatures are expected in its natural
environment. The period lengths of D. melanogaster and
D. yakuba show little variation at the different test temperatures
(Tables S4 and S5), as expected based on a hallmark feature
of circadian clocks termed ‘‘temperature compensation,’’ a noturon 60, 1054–1067, December 26, 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Inc. 1055
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Figure 1. Little Effect of Temperature on the Daily Distribution of Activity and per 30-Terminal Intron Splicing and RNA Cycles in D. yakuba
(A–F) Histograms represent the distribution of locomotor activity for D. melanogaster (Canton S) and D. yakuba (Ivory Coast, Burla strain) flies during
12:12 LD cycles at the indicated temperatures. The number of total flies used for each genotype 3 temperature is shown in the panels. Black and gray vertical
bars (15 min bins) indicate relative activity levels during the dark and light periods, respectively.
(G and I) Splicing efficiency of dmpi8 (G) and dyp30 (I) introns in D. melanogaster and D. yakuba, respectively. The splicing efficiency of dmpi8 shows significant
temperature effects at all times in the day (ANOVA, p < 0.005), whereas for dyp30 the effect of temperature is not significant except for ZT8 and 20 when comparing
18C and 29C (ANOVA, p < 0.01).
(H and J) Total per RNA levels in D. melanogaster (H) and D. yakuba (J) flies (n = 3). Peak values at each temperature were set to 1 and the rest of the values
normalized. ANOVA analysis showed significant effect of temperature on the daytime values (ZT 4, 8, 12) of D. melanogaster per RNA (p << 0.001) but no effect
of temperature at any time throughout a daily cycle on per RNA values in D. yakuba. White and black horizontal bars: 12 hr light, 12 hr dark periods, respectively.well understood mechanism that results in roughly constant free-
running periods over a wide range of physiologically relevant
temperatures (Hastings et al., 1991). Therefore, variations in
period length cannot account for the temperature dependent
changes in the daily activity profile of D. melanogaster. Together,
the results indicate that D. melanogaster and D. yakuba have
stably heritable differences in the responsiveness of their daily
activity patterns to temperature.
Besides temperature, changes in day-length (photoperiod)
modulate the timing of evening activity in D. melanogaster (Ma-
jercak et al., 1999), a response that is based on the light-induced
degradation of TIMELESS (TIM), the critical partner of PER
(Ashmore and Sehgal, 2003). To examine whether the daily distri-
bution of D. yakuba changes as a function of day-length we
exposed the flies to a shorter photoperiod (9:15 LD). When
aligned with the dark-to-light transition it is clear that the timing
of evening activity in D. yakuba changes as a function of day-
length in a manner similar to that of D. melanogaster, peaking
earlier under shorter photoperiods (Figure 2 and Tables S1 and
S2; ANOVA comparison of evening peak and onset at the two
different photoperiods, p < 0.0001). Thus, with regards to the
daily distribution of activity, D. yakuba displays a preferential
insensitivity to thermal but not photic adaptation.
Lack of Thermosensitivity in the Splicing Efficiency
of the D. yakuba 30-Terminal Intron
We identified the presence of an 85-nt intron in the 30 UTR of
D. yakuba per (herein termed dyp30) that is almost identical in1056 Neuron 60, 1054–1067, December 26, 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Incsize and relative position to dmpi8 inD.melanogaster (Thackeray
and Kyriacou, 1990) (Figure S1A). The 30 UTRs from at least
seven independent D. yakuba isolates were analyzed and all
had identical sequences for the dyp30 intron and nearby 50 and
30 flanking regions (data not shown). Remarkably, over a wide
range of temperatures (and photoperiods) the splicing efficiency
of dyp30 is constitutively high (Figure 1I; dyp30 is excised in
80%–95% of dyper transcripts) and the daily profiles of dyper
transcripts are largely insensitive to changes in temperature
(Figure 1J; ANOVA results shown in legend to figure). These
results are strikingly different from our earlier work using D. mel-
anogaster, whereby cold temperatures (e.g., 18C) stimulate the
splicing efficiency of dmpi8, leading to an earlier upswing in
dmper RNA levels and higher peak values (Figures 1G and 1H
and Figures 7E and 7F) (Majercak et al., 1999). Thus, there is
a very tight link between the thermal responsiveness in the
splicing efficiencies of per 30-terminal introns and temperature
effects on the daily profiles of per mRNA levels and activity in
two different species of Drosophila.
Recapitulating the Species-Specific Thermal Splicing
Phenotypes in a Simplified Tissue Culture System
To better understand the molecular underpinnings governing the
thermal sensitivities in the splicing efficiencies of the dmpi8 and
dyp30 introns, we developed a simplified cell culture system
whereby per genomic sequences encompassing the entire
D. melanogaster 30 UTR followed by 90 bp of 30 flanking nontran-
scribed region were fused downstream of a luciferase (luc).
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placed under the control of the constitutive actin 5C promoter
(pAct). To enable the simple introduction of different intron and
nearby flanking exon sequences, we also engineered XhoI and
KpnI restriction sites 9 or 10 bp upstream and downstream of
the dmpi8 50 and 30 splice sites (ss), respectively (Figures 3A,
4A, and S1A). The commonly used Drosophila Schneider 2 (S2)
cells were either stably or transiently transfected and at least
two independent transformants analyzed for each construct.
Cells were incubated at different temperatures, total RNA
extracted and the relative levels of spliced and non-spliced
products determined.
When we evaluated the control plasmid containing the dmpi8
intron (herein denoted as the ‘‘luc/8:8’’ plasmid), there was 2-
to 3-fold increase in the proportion of spliced to unspliced RNA
at 12C compared to 22C (Figure 3B; ANOVA analysis is
summarized in figure legend). More extensive analysis showed
a linear relationship between the proportion of spliced products
and temperature (data not shown). We could not use the same
temperatures as those in our fly studies because the S2 cells
did not grow well above 23C–24C (data not shown). Nonethe-
less, we note that the temperature differential between our stan-
dard ‘‘cold’’ and ‘‘warm’’ treated S2 cells is 10C, similar to what
we used when evaluating flies (i.e., 18C and 29C). As is the
case for dmper RNA in fly head extracts, comparable results
were obtained if cDNA synthesis was primed with poly(dT), or
if the requirement for polyadenylation was bypassed by using
gene-specific primers (data not shown). Importantly, there is little
effect of temperature on the splicing efficiency of the dyp30 intron
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Figure 2. The Timing of Evening Activity in D. yakuba Responds to
Photoperiod
Histograms represent the distribution of activity forD.melanogaster (Canton S)
and D. yakuba (Ivory Coast, Burla strain) flies at 25C during either 12:12 LD
(A and B) or 9:15 LD (C and D) cycles (number of flies used for each genotype 3
photoperiod are shown in each panel). Black and gray vertical bars (15 min
bins) indicate relative activity levels during the dark and light periods, respec-
tively. White and black horizontal bars: 12 hr light, 12 hr dark periods, respec-
tively. Note that the timing of evening activity (vertical dashed line; aligned with
evening peak under 12:12 LD) occurs earlier in both D. yakuba and D. mela-
nogaster under the shorter photoperiod of 9:15 LD compared to 12:12 LD.Nin our reporter-based S2 cell culture system (Figure 3B; if
anything, luc/dyp30 splicing is slightly inhibited at cold tempera-
tures). Thus, the species-specific differences in the splicing ther-
mosensitivities of dmpi8 and dyp30 can be faithfully recapitulated
in transfected S2 cells, providing a powerful approach to inves-
tigate mechanistic issues. Moreover, these results obtained in
S2 cells indicate that the thermal sensitivity in dmpi8 splicing
does not require a functional clock.
Weak 50 and 30 Splice Sites Underlie Thermosensitivity
of dmpi8 Splicing
Using a splice site prediction program that is trained to predict
50 and 30 splice sites in D. melanogaster (www.fruitfly.org/
seq_tools/splice.html; the output of the network is a score
between 0 and 1 for a potential splice site, with 1 being highly
likely) (Reese et al., 1997), we noted that of all theD.melanogaster
per introns, dmpi8 has the lowest predicted scores for both
the 50ss (score = 0.45) and 30ss (score = 0.22) (Figure 3D
and data not shown). In Drosophila the consensus 50ss is
(1)GGTAAGT(+6) (where the bold G is the 50 start of the intron;
defined as position +1), the branch point signal (BPS) is CTAAT
(the bold A is where lariat formation occurs) and the 30ss is a poly-
pyrimidine tract (PPT) followed by (3)CAG(1) (where the bold G
is the 30 end of the intron and defined as position 1) (Figures 3A
and 4A, top). The predicted 50ss and 30ss scores for the dyp30
intron were significantly higher compared to dmpi8 (Figure 3D).
We were intrigued by the putative weak 50 and 30ss for dmpi8
because earlier pioneering work by Murphy and coworkers
showed that multiple weak splicing signals can result in thermo-
sensitive splicing, whereby cold temperatures enhance splicing
efficiency (Ainsworth et al., 1996; Touchman et al., 1995). It is
thought that low temperatures stabilize suboptimal RNA-RNA
or RNA-protein interactions between the splicing machinery
and the pre-mRNA (see Discussion).
To investigate the possible role(s) of suboptimal 50ss and 30ss in
the thermal regulation of dmpi8 splicing, we mutated predicted
weak sites to the consensus at that position and assayed the
splicing phenotypes of the resultant substrates containing either
individual changes or in several combinations (Figure 3A). Of
note, the main differences in the 50 and 30ss between dmpi8
and dyp30 are position +6 at the 50ss and position 3 at the
30ss, which are consensus inD. yakuba but suboptimal inD. mel-
anogaster (Figure S1A). Indeed, increasing the predicted strength
of the dmpi8 50ss (e.g., luc/M2 and luc/M3), 30ss (e.g., luc/M1) or
both (luc/M2M1 and luc/M3M1) not only enhanced overall intron
removal as expected (Figure 3C), but diminished the thermal
regulation in splicing efficiency (Figure 3B). We observed
a graded response whereby the ability of temperature to modu-
late splicing efficiency was attenuated by single mutations that
targeted either the 50ss (M3) or 30ss (M1), and eliminated when
individual mutations were combined (e.g., M2M1 and M3M1).
We also generated a series of hybrid introns by fusing parts of
dmpi8 with sequences from either dyp30 or intron 3 from D. mel-
anogaster (Figures 4A and S1A). Intron 3 from D. melanogaster
per was chosen for hybrid studies because it is a small intron
(64 nt) that has the same predicted branch point signal (CTAAC)
as dmpi8, yet contains a consensus 50ss and a strong 30ss (Fig-
ure S1A). As observed for the results obtained with pointeuron 60, 1054–1067, December 26, 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Inc. 1057
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Figure 3. Recapitulation of Species-Specific Thermal Responses in
per 30-Terminal Intron Splicing Using a Simplified Drosophila Cell
Culture System
(A) Shown at top are the Drosophila consensus sequences for the 50ss (where
the G at the 50 end of the intron is designated the +1 position) and 30ss (where
the G at the 30 end of the intron is designated the 1 position). The canonical
GT and AG dinucleotides at the 50 and 30 ends of introns are in bold; M = A or C,
R = A or G. Shown at bottom is a schematic of the hybrid construct containing
the luciferase open reading frame (Luc) followed by dmper 30 sequences (entire
30 UTR and downstream genomic sequences). The dmper 30 UTR begins at the
translation stop codon (STOP) and ends at the 30 cleavage/polyadenylation
site (PolyA). Also indicated, (1) engineered XhoI and KpnI sites upstream and
downstream of the 50 and 30ss, respectively; (2) M1, M2, and M3 mutations
that change the indicated bases (vertical arrow) to those of the consensus
(top); (3) horizontal bar, intronic sequences.
(B and C) The levels of spliced and nonspliced RNA were determined and
expressed as a ratio (i.e., RNA levels for spliced, divided by RNA levels for
unspliced). Results are an average of at least two independent experiments
and derived from either stably or transiently transfected cells, as indicated
(bottom). (B) For each construct, the spliced to unspliced ratio at 22C was
set to 100 (white bars) and the corresponding value at 12C normalized, which
facilitates visualizing the relative splicing thermosensitivities of the different
constructs. (C) ANOVA analysis revealed that there are significant effects of
changing the predicted splice site strengths on the splicing efficiency of the
dmpi8 intron (p << 0.0001; rank-order beginning with most highly spliced1058 Neuron 60, 1054–1067, December 26, 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Incmutants, hybrid introns with predicted stronger 50ss or 30ss
significantly attenuated the influence of temperature on splicing.
This appeared to be especially true for increasing the strength of
the 50ss, whereas increases in the 30ss did not always lead to
a strong reduction in the thermosensitivity of splicing efficiency
(Figure 4B; e.g., hybrids luc/8:dyp30 and luc/8:3), suggesting
a predominant role for 50ss recognition in establishing the
thermal range of dmpi8 splicing (see Discussion). Nonetheless,
although the luc/8:dyp30(30ss) has more D. melanogaster
sequence compared to luc/8:dyp30, the former does not exhibit
temperature-dependent splicing (Figure 4C). Intriguingly, the
8:dyp30(30ss) intron has a slightly stronger predicted 30ss
compared to 8:dyp30 (Figure 4D), likely underlying the attenuated
thermal sensitivity of the 8:dyp30(30ss) intron. Presumably, the
combination of D. melanogaster and D. yakuba sequences
used to generate the 8:dyp30(30ss) intron yields a novel 30 recog-
nition signal with increased strength compared to its two
parental constructs. Collectively, the data further support the
notion that it is the overall strengths of key splicing signals as
opposed to particular sequences that underlies the thermal
phenotypes in the splicing efficiencies of dmpi8 and dyp30.
Multiple Weak Splicing Signals on dmpi8 Confer
the Ability to Manifest More Robust and Longer
Siesta Times that Extend Beyond Midday
To evaluate the physiological significance of the results obtained
in cultured cells, we generated transgenic flies bearing the 8:8,
dyp30 and M2M1 versions of dmper which were constructed
using the corresponding 30 UTRs analyzed in the cell-culture
assays (Figure 5). The ‘‘8:8’’ transformation vector is virtually
identical to the wild-type dmper gene except that it has the intro-
duced XhoI and KpnI sites flanking the native dmpi8 intron
(Figure 5A). The host genetic background for the transgenic flies
was w1118, which generally exhibits a more prominent midday
siesta compared to the Canton S flies shown in Figure 1 (data
not shown). For each construct, at least three independent trans-
genic lines were analyzed for behavioral rescue in a w per01
genetic background, and all manifested robust rhythms with
wild-type periods of 23–24 hr (Table S9). We compared the
activity profiles of the different genotypes (i.e., P{dmper/8:8},
P{dmper/dyp30} and P{dmper/M2M1}) under a variety of temper-
atures (18, 25 and 29C) and photoperiods (11:13, 12:12, 13:11
or 14:10) (Figure 5). To more readily observe differences in daily
activity patterns, the wave-forms for each genotype were super-
imposed.
Although not observed for all temperatures and photoperiods
examined, we noted a general trend in that the P{dmper/dyp30}
and P{dmper/M2M1} flies showed earlier onsets of evening
activity and shorter, less robust, midday siestas compared to
the P{dmper/8:8} flies (Figure 5 and Tables S6–S8). Most
variant; M3M1, M2M1, M2 > M3 > M1, 8:8), and that thermosensitivity in
splicing efficiency varies as a function of dmpi8 variant. ANOVA analysis
was further performed to compare values obtained at the two test tempera-
tures for each construct; *p < 0.01. Note that there is a separate scale for
the four values shown in the extreme right box as the spliced/unspliced ratio
was much higher for these constructs.
(D) Predicted strengths of the 50ss and 30ss for the different constructs (range is
0 to 1, with higher values predicting stronger splice sites)..
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Figure 4. Hybrid Introns Reveal that the Thermosensitive Splicing
Phenotype of dmpi8 Is Based on Suboptimal Splice Sites and Not
Other Intron-Specific Information
(A) Shown at top are theDrosophila consensus sequences for the 50ss and 30ss
and a schematic of the parental Luc-dmper construct, as explained in Figure 3.
At bottom are shown schematic representations of the different hybrid introns;
gray, dyp30; white, dmpi8; black, dmper intron 3 (further details are shown in
Figure S1A).
(B and C) The levels of spliced and nonspliced RNA were determined and
expressed as a ratio (spliced/unspliced). Results from at least three inde-
pendent experiments were averaged. (B) For each construct, the spliced
to unspliced ratio at 22C was set to 100 (white bars) and the correspond-
ing value at 12C normalized, which facilitates visualizing the relative
splicing thermosensitivities of the different constructs. (C) ANOVA analysis
showed that both temperature and genotype have significant effects on
splicing efficiency of the 30 intron; further ANOVA analysis was performedNnotably, P{dmper/8:8} flies exhibit an enhanced ability to prolong
midday inactivity for several more hours into the afternoon. This
was most readily observed at shorter photoperiods (11:13 and
12:12) and/or cooler temperatures (18C and 25C). Differences
in morning activity were generally of lesser magnitude. There is
a remarkably strong link between the intrinsic splice site
strengths on the per 30-terminal intron and the midday siesta
(Figure 5K). For example, whereas the length of midday siesta
is significantly different between P{dmper/8:8} and P{dmper/
M2M1} at each entraining condition tested, results with
P{dmper/dyp30} were more intermediate, sometimes resembling
P{dmper/8:8} and other times P{dmper/M2M1} (Figure 5K and
Table S8). The free-running periods were almost identical in
the different transgenic flies (Table S9), indicating that dmper
30-terminal intron splicing does not influence the distribution of
daily activity by changing the overall pace of the clock.
Differences in activity profiles between the different genotypes
were less apparent at 29C (Figure 5). Prior work in D. mela-
nogaster showed that increases in temperature directly inhibit
daytime activity (‘‘masking’’) (Tomioka et al., 1998) and longer
photoperiods delay the timing of evening activity (Majercak
et al., 1999; Shafer et al., 2004). Thus, there is likely to be
a balance of opposing effects whereby higher temperatures
and longer photoperiods partially override the degree to which
highly efficient splicing of a per 30-terminal intron can enable
the manifestation of elevated midday activity (at least, in our
experimental paradigm). This might explain why P{dmper/
M2M1} flies do not exhibit a robust siesta at 29C and 11:13
LD, whereas this is not the case for P{dmper/dyp30} (Figure 5H);
i.e., the more efficient splicing of the 30-terminal intron of
P{dmper/M2M1} compared to that of P{dmper/dyp30} (see
below, Figure 6) is above a critical threshold sufficient to sustain
increased midday activity despite the warm temperature which
normally acts to diminish daytime activity. The increasingly
stronger inhibitory effects of light as temperatures rise in D. mel-
anogaster likely also contribute to why the P{dmper/dyp30} and
P{dmper/M2M1} flies still exhibit temperature dependent
changes in activity profiles, in contrast to wild-type D. yakuba
(Figure 1). Thus, simply replacing the natural dmpi8 intron with
its counterpart from D. yakuba does not abolish temperature
effects on activity rhythms in D. melanogaster.
Higher Splicing Efficiency Leads to Increased dmper
RNA Levels
To measure per 30-terminal intron splicing efficiency we probed
adult fly head extracts using our RT-PCR based assay (Majercak
et al., 2004; Majercak et al., 1999) in the presence of primers that
distinguish between transgene and per01 derived per transcripts
(Figure 6). Splicing of the dyp30 and M2M1 introns were very
efficient at both high and low temperatures (Figures 6A and
6B), similar to the situation in native D. yakuba flies (Figure 1I;
ANOVA results shown in figure legend). Moreover, the better
splicing efficiency of the M2M1 intron compared to that of the
comparing values obtained at the two temperatures for each genotype;
*p < 0.01.
(D) Predicted strengths of the 50ss and 30ss for the different constructs
(range is 0 to 1, with higher values predicting stronger splice sites).euron 60, 1054–1067, December 26, 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Inc. 1059
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M2M1 versus80% for dyp30), is consistent with the less robust
siesta time observed for the former, which as pointed out above,
is more obvious under certain environmental conditions (e.g.,
Figures 5E, 5F, and 5H). In contrast, P{dmper/8:8} flies displayed
a splicing phenotype similar to that of the endogenously
expressed per01 RNA (which has the dmpi8 intron, similar to
‘‘8:8’’), with lower overall splicing efficiency at warmer tempera-
tures (Figures 6A and 6B), in agreement with our earlier findings
(Majercak et al., 2004; Majercak et al., 1999) (and see Figure 1G).
Finally, the overall levels of dmper transcripts were significantly
higher in the P{dmper/dyp30} and P{dmper/M2M1} flies (Figures
6C and 6D), again consistent with our prior work showing that
inability to splice dmpi8 leads to decreased levels of dmper
mRNA (Majercak et al., 1999). Parenthetically, the presence of
functional dPER in the different transgenic flies rescues normal
cycling of the endogenous per01 RNA, explaining why it behaves
similar to the wild-type control 8:8 version (Figures 6C and 6D).
The findings suggest that abnormally high levels of dmper
mRNA during its accumulation phase compromises the ability
ofD.melanogaster flies to mount a robust and prolonged midday
siesta (Figures 5F and 6).
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Figure 5. Suboptimal Splice Sites in dmpi8 Enable
D.melanogaster Flies to Exhibit Robust and Prolonged
Midday Siestas
(A) Schematic representation of per-containing plasmid used
as a basis to generate the different transgenic flies used in
this study; CRS, per circadian regulatory sequence; HSP70,
D. melanogaster HSP70 basal promoter; hatched boxes,
dmper coding sequence; engineered XhoI and KpnI sites in
the dmper 30 UTR were used to insert the various introns, as
indicated.
(B–J) Shown are group averages of the daily activity rhythms
for the different transgenic flies (i.e., w per01 flies bearing the
P{dmper/8:8}, P{dmper/dyp30} or P{dmper/M2M1} trans-
genes) maintained at the indicated temperatures (right of
panels) and photoperiods (within panels). To facilitate compar-
isons, the peak value in daily activity for each genotype was set
to 1.0 and the normalized profiles superimposed. For each
genotype and entrainment condition, data from at least 20 flies
was used to generate the activity profiles shown.
(K) Length of siesta time for activity profiles shown in panels
(B)–(J). For simplicity we grouped results from LD14:10 with
those of LD13:11. *, siesta time different from P{dmper/8:8},
p < 0.01 (see Tables S6–S8 for further details).
D. santomea and D. simulans Exhibit Similar
Thermal Responses as Their Close
Relatives, D. yakuba and D. melanogaster,
Respectively
Although not the focus of this study we sought to
determine if other Drosophila species also exhibit
a correlation between splice site strength, thermal
sensitivity in the splicing efficiency of the per 30-
terminal intron and the ability of temperature to
modulate the daily distribution of activity. As an
initial attempt we analyzedD. santomea andD. sim-
ulans. D. santomea is a very recently described
species that is found on Sa˜o Tome´, one of the
Gulf of Guinea islands in west-equatorial Africa, where it coexits
with its closest relative D. yakuba (Cariou et al., 2001; Lachaise
et al., 2000). It is estimated that D. santomea and D. yakuba
diverged about 400,000 years ago. D. simulans is very similar
to D. melanogaster from which it split about 2–3 million years
ago (Lachaise et al., 1988). D. santomea and D. simulans along
with D. melanogaster are part of the nine sister species that
form the D. melanogaster subgroup. Although all these closely
related species are endemic to Afro-tropical regions from where
they likely originated, only D. melanogaster and D. simulans are
cosmopolitan with a wide geographical range (Keller, 2007).
For bothD. santomea andD. simulans, we confirmed the pres-
ence of a 30-terminal intron that is located at a similar distance
downstream of the translation stop codon (110 bp) as that
found in D. melanogaster (Figure S1B). In addition to published
sequences for D. simulans we also sequenced the 30 UTRs
from several independent strains and all had the same 30-
terminal intronic and flanking sequences (data not shown). For
D. santomea we sequenced the 30UTRs from five independent
isolates and all had the same intronic and flanking sequences
(data not shown). In the case of D. simulans its 3-terminal intron
(dsimp30) is 86 nt long and has predicted weak 50 and 30ss1060 Neuron 60, 1054–1067, December 26, 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Inc.
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(dsanp30) is virtually identical to the D. yakuba intron with its
stronger 50s and 30ss, except that there is a 13 nt internal deletion
in the 50-half of the intron (Figure S1B). Besides D. simulans and
D. santomea we analyzed an independent D. yakuba strain
(Tai18E2).
Similar to D. melanogaster, there is a clear delay in the timing
of evening activity and more pronounced siesta time in D. simu-
lanswith increasing temperature (Figures 7C and 7D), consistent
with prior work (Rogers et al., 2004). Moreover, in D. simulans
colder temperatures evoke increases in the splicing efficiency
of dsimp30 and total perRNA levels, highly reminiscent ofD.mel-
anogaster (Figures 7E–7G). In striking contrast, D. santomea and
D. yakuba Tai18E2 exhibit little change in daily activity as a func-
tion of temperature, especially during the daytime hours where
per 30-terminal intron splicing has its biggest effect in D. mela-
nogaster (Figures 8A–8D). Likewise, splicing of the per
A B
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Figure 6. Highly Efficient Splicing at All Temperatures and Abnor-
mally Elevated dmper RNA Levels in Transgenic Flies with 30
Terminal Introns that Have Strong Splicing Signals
Transgenic flies (i.e.,wper01 flies bearing the P{dmper/8:8}, P{dmper/dyp30} or
P{dmper/M2M1} transgenes) were entrained to 12:12 LD cycles at 25C (A, C,
and D) or 18C and 29C (B). RNA was extracted and used to measure either
splicing efficiency of the per 30-terminal intron (A and B) or total per RNA levels
(C and D). Results from at least two independent experiments were averaged.
per01, indicates results for the endogenously expressed per01 RNA in the trans-
genic flies, whereby values from the different transformants were pooled. For
assaying per transcripts expressed from the transgenes, primers were used
that do not detect endogenously derived per01 RNAs. To determine relative
total per RNA levels, values were normalized to CBP20 RNA. (A and B)
ANOVA analysis showed that splicing efficiency varies as a function of geno-
type; also, only the splicing efficiency of the per 30-terminal intron in P{dmper/
8:8} flies showed significant temperature effects (p << 0.0001). (C and D) Total
per RNA levels in P{dmper/dyp30} and P{dmper/M2M1} flies are significantly
different from that in P{dmper/8:8} flies (ANOVA, p << 0.0001).Ne30-terminal introns in D. santomea and the Tai18E2 strain was
very efficient at all temperatures (Figures 8E and 8F). This further
supports the notion that multiple suboptimal splice sites on a per
30-terminal intron forms the basis of a seasonal adaptation
mechanism that enables some Drosophila species the ability
to undergo temperature-dependent changes in daily activity
profiles.
DISCUSSION
Based on the rationale that the temperature-regulated splicing of
the dmpi8 intron plays a role in the seasonal adaptation ofD.mel-
anogaster we sought to determine if a similar mechanism occurs
in D. yakuba, a related species but with a more restricted and
ancestral location in equatorial Africa. We show that although
there is a 30-terminal intron in per from D. yakuba similar in length
and relative position as that of dmpi8 inD.melanogaster, splicing
of the dyp30 intron is highly efficient over a wide range of physio-
logical temperatures, consistent with a lack of thermal regulation
in the daily profiles ofperRNA and activity in this species (Figures
1 and 2). We investigated the molecular basis for the species-
specific splicing phenotypes and found that multiple suboptimal
splicing signals on dmpi8 underlie the thermosensitivity in its
splicing efficiency (Figures 3, 4, and 6). The main effect of
changing the splicing efficiency of dmpi8 was on the robustness
and length of the midday siesta, whereby weak 50 and 30ss
enable D. melanogaster to prolong reduced inactivity beyond
midday for several more hours into the afternoon (Figure 5).
Although requiring the analysis of a wider sample of different
Drosophila species, results obtained using D. santomea and
D. simulans also support a causal relationship between multiple
suboptimal splicing signals, thermosensitive splicing of a per 30-
terminal intron and temperature-dependent changes in daily
activity profiles (Figures 7 and 8). While our results cannot estab-
lish that the lack of thermal sensitivity in the splicing efficiencies
of per 30-terminal introns underlies the inability of temperature to
evoke significant adjustments in the daily distribution of activity
inD. yakuba andD. santomea, they raise the intriguing possibility
that for at least some Drosophila species, the presence of weak
50 and 30 splice sites on their respective per 30-terminal introns
underlies a thermal calibration mechanism that contributed to
their successful colonization of temperate climates.
Species-Specific Differences in the Ability to Adjust
Midday Siesta as a Function of Temperature
Our prior findings using transgenic flies where splicing of dmpi8
was blocked suggested that the main effect of splicing this intron
is on the timing of evening activity in D. melanogaster, with little
to no effect on the morning component. In this study we gener-
ated flies whereby the splicing efficiency of dmpi8 was increased
and undertook a more systematic analysis of daily activity
profiles under a wide range of temperatures and photoperiods.
Although changes in the intrinsic splicing efficiency of the per
30-terminal intron preferentially regulates the evening component
consistent with earlier findings, it is clear that the timing of
morning activity is also modulated. For example, the P{dmper/
M2M1} and P{dmper/dyp30} flies generally exhibit a later offset
in morning activity as well as earlier onset in the eveninguron 60, 1054–1067, December 26, 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Inc. 1061
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Figure 7. Prominent Temperature Effects on the Daily Distribution of Activity, dsimp30 Intron Splicing, and per Transcript Levels in
D. simulans
(A–D) Histograms represent the distribution of locomotor activity for D. melanogaster (Canton-S) and D. simulans (sim4) flies that were contemporaneously
subjected to 12:12 LD cycles at the indicated temperatures. The number of flies used to generate the daily activity profiles is shown in the panels. Black and
gray vertical bars (15 min bins) indicate relative activity levels during the dark and light periods, respectively.
(E and G) Splicing efficiency of dmpi8 (E) and dsimp30 (G) introns in D. melanogaster and D. simulans, respectively.
(F and H) Relative per RNA levels in D. melanogaster (F) and D. simulans (H). Peak values at 18C were set to 1 and the rest of the values normalized. White and
black horizontal bars: 12 hr light, 12 hr dark periods, respectively. Results from at least two independent experiments were averaged. For both D. melanogaster
and D. simulans the splicing efficiencies of their respective per 30-terminal introns and total RNA levels showed significant changes as a function of temperature
(ANOVA, p << 0.0001).peak compared to the wild-type control P{dmper/dmpi8} flies
(Figure 5 and Tables S6–S8). In addition, while P{dmper/
M2M1} and P{dmper/dyp30} flies exhibit similar activity profiles,
there are interesting differences. The most notable is that under
certain environmental conditions, especially warmer and shorter
days, P{dmper/M2M1} flies have higher midday activity levels
compared to P{dmper/dyp30} flies (e.g., Figure 5, panels E, F,
and H). Thus, there is a remarkably tight link between the intrinsic
splicing efficiency of dmpi8 and the robustness and length of the
midday siesta. In general, inefficient splicing enables D. mela-
nogaster to manifest a more pronounced and longer siesta
time, especially extending for several hours beyond midday
and delaying the onset of the evening bout of activity (Figure 5).
In this regard it is noteworthy that in natural conditions
increases in ambient temperature lag those of light intensity,
reaching peak values in the late afternoon. Avoiding exposure to
heat is critical for small insects such as Drosophila that run the
risk of desiccation. We suggest that the weak splicing of dmpi8
at elevated temperatures triggers a protective behavioral
response culminating in a more robust and prolonged midday
siesta in anticipation of extended periods of heat that accompany
the longer daytimehours characteristic of warm days in temperate
climates. Nonetheless, on colder days the enhanced splicing of
dmpi8 enables D. melanogaster to exhibit relatively more activity
during the day, presumably maximizing the warmer daytime hours1062 Neuron 60, 1054–1067, December 26, 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Incnormally associated with this part of the day in natural conditions.
Thus, the regulation of dmpi8 splicing efficiency by temperature
endowsD.melanogasterwith a dynamic mechanism that ensures
its activity is maximal at a time of day when the temperature would
be expected to be optimal for activity.
However, in the case of the equatorial D. yakuba (and D. san-
tomea) species where day length is approximately 12 hr
throughout the year, the timing and duration of the midday
heat is relatively fixed and would not require a more dynamic
clock-based mechanism that can adjust for seasonal changes
in temperature and day length. Indeed, althoughD. yakubamani-
fests preferential daytime activity over a wide range of tempera-
tures, it nonetheless exhibits a robust midday siesta even at cold
temperatures (Figure 1). It therefore appears that D. yakuba
evolved a largely temperature independent ‘‘default’’ mecha-
nism that mainly restricts activity during the middle of a daily
cycle when hot temperatures are expected in its natural environ-
ment. As such daytime activity per se does not appear to be
detrimental as long as the hot hours of the day are avoided.
Moreover, other adaptive strategies, such as the ability to resist
desiccation, likely contribute to species or strain specific differ-
ences in shaping daily activity profiles.
That the effects of temperature on daily activity are fundamen-
tally different in D. melanogaster and D. yakuba is further
evidenced by the fact that although the dyp30 intron in.
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Figure 8. Little to No Thermal Response in the Daily Activity Profile and Splicing Efficiency of the dsanp30 Intron in D. santomea
(A–D) Histograms represent the distribution of locomotor activity for D. yakuba (Tai18E2) and D. simulans (ST0.4) flies during 12:12 LD cycles at the indicated
temperatures. The number of flies used to generate the daily activity profiles is shown in the panels. Black and gray vertical bars (30 min bins) indicate relative
activity levels during the dark and light periods, respectively.
(E and F) Splicing efficiency of dyp30 (E) and dsanp30 (F) introns in D. yakuba and D. santomea, respectively. ANOVA analysis revealed no significant effect of
temperature on the splicing efficiencies of either dyp30 or dsanp30 introns (p > 0.01). White and black horizontal bars: 12 hr light, 12 hr dark periods, respectively.
Results from at least two independent experiments were averaged.P{dmper/dyp30} transgenic flies is efficiently spliced at all
temperatures, similar to the natural intron in wild-type D. yakuba,
both the P{dmper/dyp30} and P{dmper/M2M1} flies still manifest
temperature dependent changes in the daily distribution of
activity that are characteristic of D. melanogaster; e.g., longer
siesta as temperature increases (Figure 5 and Table S6–S8).
Thus, while the splicing efficiency of the 30-terminal inton of per
has a prominent effect on the strength and length of the midday
siesta in D. melanogaster, other environmental or genetic factors
also contribute to how temperature influences the daily distribu-
tion of activity in this species.
A well-characterized example is the ability of light to ‘‘directly’’
reduce activity levels at warm temperatures (‘‘masking’’ effect)
(Wheeler et al., 1993; Yoshii et al., 2002). This masking effect of
light at warm temperatures is likely to be exaggerated under
our experimental paradigm as we subjected flies to sharp light/
dark transitions at a constant temperature and they cannot avoid
exposure to light. A better evaluation of how the efficiency of
dmpi8 splicing contributes to daily activity profiles would likely
require analysis under more natural conditions. For example,
the weak splicing of dmpi8 that triggers reduced activity beyond
midday (Figure 5) could be accompanied by other associated
behavioral adaptations, such as seeking darker and cooler hiding
places in anticipation of extended periods of heat. This would
appear a clear advantage over hypotheticalD.melanogaster flies
with high dmpi8 splicing efficiency (e.g., P{dmper/M2M1}) and
consequently intrinsically elevated ‘‘base-line’’ activity levels
during the afternoon. The difference being that although light
can suppress activity on warm days, in the hypothetical flies
this would occur in direct reaction to encountering warm temper-
atures. This reasoning is in line with the main adaptive feature of
clocks, the ability to anticipate and hence prepare for changes in
environmental conditions.NHow do changes in the splicing efficiency of dmpi8 contribute
to temperature-induced changes in the daily distribution of
activity inD.melanogaster? Clearly, variations in the splicing effi-
ciency of dmpi8 that are either evoked by temperature or
changes in splice site strength lead to alterations in dmper
RNA levels (Figure 6) (Majercak et al., 1999). Changes in the
levels and/or timing of PER could modulate the dynamics of
the clock leading to alterations in the distribution of daily activity.
Therefore, although RNA cycles in dmper or tim are not required
to manifest rhythmic behavior (Yang and Sehgal, 2001), it is likely
that environmentally controlled modulations in their daily abun-
dance rhythms, especially the rising phases, have biologically
relevant roles in adjusting clock dynamics, presumably by
contributing to determining the accumulation rates of PER and
TIM proteins. In addition, the interaction of PER with TIM itself
appears to be regulated by temperature (Kaushik et al., 2007).
Multiple Suboptimal Splicing Signals as a Basis
for Calibrating Thermal Responses
Although not extensively studied there are several examples of
suboptimal splicing signals underlying thermosensitive splicing
of pre-mRNAs. A classic example is the pioneering work by
Murphy and coworkers where they identified a temperature
dependent splicing event in the Maloney murine sarcoma ts110
(MuSVts110) RNA (Ainsworth et al., 1996; Touchman et al.,
1995). It is thought that binding of the spliceosome via snRNA
(or protein) contacts with suboptimal splicing signals on the
pre-mRNA are favored at cold temperatures and that increases
in the strength of even one key cis-acting splicing signal can
surpass a minimum threshold where interaction of the spliceso-
some with pre-mRNA is no longer rate-limiting over a broad range
of physiologically relevant temperatures (Figure 9). Thus,
although weak splice sites appear to underlie at least one classeuron 60, 1054–1067, December 26, 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Inc. 1063
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Figure 9. Model for How dmpi8 Splicing Is Regulated by Temperature
(A and B) Shown are sequences around the 50ss of dmpi8 (A) and dyp30 (B) and the predicted base-pairing contacts with U1 snRNA. Binding of U1 snRNA to the
suboptimal 50ss of dmpi8 is enhanced at cold temperatures, whereas temperature has little effect on this interaction with the stronger 50ss of dyp30.
(C and D) During early steps in the splicing reaction, interactions between core splicing factors that recognize 50 and 30 canonical splicing signals (GU, 50ss; A,
branch point; PPT, polypyrimidine tract; AG, 30ss) stabilize splicesome assembly that after structural rearrangements leads to catalysis. (C) One or more subop-
timal 30 signals (red) leads to transient binding of 30 factors, minimizing their ability to stabilize the interaction of U1 snRNP to a weak 50ss at warm temperatures, as
is the case for dmpi8. (D) Stable binding of 30 factors to strong splicing signals (green) can promote the otherwise weak interaction of U1 with a suboptimal 50ss at
warm temperatures, attenuating the thermosensitivity of intron excision [e.g., as we noted for dmpi8:dyp30(30ss); Figure 4]. A similar lack of thermosensitivity in
splicing efficiency can also be attained by having a strong 50ss and a weak 30ss (e.g., M2; Figure 3).of thermosensitive splicing this does not demand that all ineffi-
ciently spliced introns are thermally regulated.
The 50ss in metazoans provides 9 potential positions (positions
3 to +6) for U1 snRNA:50ss base pairing, although 5 to 7
appears ideal as too much base-pairing inhibits further progress
of the splicing machinery (Carmel et al., 2004). Like dmpi8 and
dyp30, most introns in Drosophila are small (<100 bp) and as
a result are thought to contain all the necessary information for
recognition by the splicing machinery (i.e., intron definition)
(Lim and Burge, 2001; Talerico and Berget, 1994). The
consensus sequence of the main 50ss motif is GGTAAGT (where
the bold G is the +1 position at the 50 end of the intron) (Lim and
Burge, 2001; Sheth et al., 2006) (Figure 3A). Although the 50ss for
per 30-terminal introns from both D. melanogaster and D. yakuba
have a suboptimal A at position 1, they only differ at position
+6, with a suboptimal C in D. melanogaster and a consensus
T for D. yakuba. Approximately 70% of introns in Drosophila
have a T at position 6, whereas a C is present in less than 10%
of cases, consistent with this position playing a nonessential1064 Neuron 60, 1054–1067, December 26, 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Incbut important modulatory role in regulating splicing efficiency
(Sheth et al., 2006). Importantly, a suboptimal base at position
+6 can be offset by an optimal base at position 1, and vice-
versa (Carmel et al., 2004). Indeed, analysis of human splicing
mutations in position 1, support the idea that a mismatch at
this position can be compensated for by matches at positions
+3 to +6, especially at position +6 (Ohno et al., 2005). Thus,
although both dmpi8 and dyp30 introns are flanked by an A at
position 1, the T at position +6 of dyp30 likely compensates,
contributing to the more efficient and temperature independent
splicing of dyp30 in D. yakuba.
We propose that the thermal range in the splicing efficiency of
dmpi8 is mainly determined by the mismatches at positions 1
and +6 that yield gradually weakening interaction between the
50ss and U1 snRNA as temperature increases (Figures 9A and
9B). However, this thermal responsiveness that ultimately mani-
fests itself as changes in splicing efficiency of dmpi8 is only ex-
hibited because the 30ss is below a certain threshold whereby
changes in the strength of the association between U1 snRNA.
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dmpi8 (Figure 9C). With short introns such as dmpi8, splicing
factors that bind the 50 and 30 ends of the intron interact across
the intron, stabilizing spliceosome assembly. Thus, stronger 30
splicing elements (BPS, PPT and 30ss) would enhance the
binding of key factors such as U2AF and U2 snRNA, which in
turn could stabilize the interaction of U1 with a weak 50ss, atten-
uating thermal sensitivity in splicing efficiency (Figure 9D).
This could explain why even though both the 8:dyp30 and
8:dy30(30ss) hybrid introns have the same weak 50ss from
dmpi8, 8:dyp30(30ss) does not exhibit thermosensitive splicing,
presumably due to its higher C/T content in the polypyrimidine
tract yielding a slightly stronger 30 splice signal (Figures 4 and
S1A). In the case of dyp30, despite a non-consensus 1 position
at the 50ss, the strong +6 position of the 50ss in combination with
a moderate 30ss likely provide enough stable contacts such that
spliceosome binding to dyp30 is not rate-limiting over a wide
range of physiologically relevant temperatures (Figure 9B). That
the 50ss has a greater effect on the thermosensitivity of dmpi8
splicing is also consistent with results obtained using hybrids
between dmpi8 and either intron 3 of D. melanogaster or dyp30
(Figure 4).
Intriguingly, temperature dependent splicing based on subop-
timal splicing signals was also shown to be the basis for at least
one pathway underlying clock responses to temperature in
Neurospora. In this system, the FREQUENCY (FRQ) protein
undergoes daily oscillations in levels and phosphorylation that
are central to clock progression (Dunlap and Loros, 2006). Earlier
work from Dunlap and co-workers showed that temperature
regulates the relative levels of two iso-forms of FRQ protein,
a short (s-FRQ) and long (l-FRQ) version that arise from alterna-
tive use of translation initiation sites (Liu et al., 1997). More recent
work from the Brunner and Dunlap labs demonstrated that the
ratio of l-FRQ versus s-FRQ is regulated by thermosensitive
splicing of an intron (frq-l6) that when excised removes the trans-
lation initiation site of l-FRQ (Brunner and Diernfellner, 2006; Co-
lot et al., 2005; Diernfellner et al., 2005). This thermosensitivity is
likely based on the presence of multiple weak splice signals,
including a C at position 1 of the 50ss in combination with
a non-consensus BPS and 30ss. A variant with more optimized
50 and 30ss, showed increased splicing efficiency with little
temperature responsiveness (Diernfellner et al., 2005), similar
to our results. Unlike the situation with dmper RNA, temperature
does not affect frq transcript levels (Liu et al., 1998). Nonethe-
less, the 50 UTR of frq RNA contains several upstream non-
consensus translation initiation signals, leading to the trapping
of scanning ribosomes at lower temperatures (Diernfellner
et al., 2005; Liu et al., 1997). As a result not only does the ratio
of l-FRQ to s-FRQ increase as temperature rises but so does
the overall abundance of l-FRQ (Colot et al., 2005; Diernfellner
et al., 2005; Liu et al., 1997, 1998).
Thus, in two widely different species the clockworks adapts to
changes in temperature by thermal adjustments in the levels of
key state-variables (i.e., PER in Drosophila and FRQ in Neuros-
pora) via a mechanism involving an initial thermosensitive
splicing event that has ramifications for other more downstream
aspects of mRNA metabolism or utilization, such as the abun-
dance of dper or the translational efficiency of frq transcripts.NFurther similarities between the two systems include the obser-
vations that the splicing efficiencies of dmpi8 and frq-l6 are not
only regulated by temperature but also light and the clock, with
the relative abundance of spliced transcripts peaking during
the nadir in total RNA levels (Collins et al., 2004; Diernfellner
et al., 2007; Majercak et al., 2004).
Yet it is important to emphasize that temperature has diverse
effects on circadian systems that are likely to be governed by
distinct mechanisms, most notably; (1) temperature dependent
changes in the distribution of a daily rhythm—the focus of this
study; (2) ability of clocks to be entrained by daily temperature
cycles and be phase-shifted by temperature pulses or steps;
(3) ‘‘stopping’’ the clock at temperatures outside those permis-
sive for rhythm generation and; (4) temperature compensation
of period length (Rensing and Ruoff, 2002; Sweeney and Hast-
ings, 1960). For example, whereas dmpi8 splicing is involved in
adjusting the timing of daily activity in Drosophila, it is not
required for synchronization to daily temperature cycles (Glaser
and Stanewsky, 2005). Moreover, the aforementioned mecha-
nism operating in Neurospora plays a role in ‘temperature
compensation’ (Diernfellner et al., 2007; Liu et al., 1997). None-
theless, the results in Drosophila and Neurospora suggest that
thermosensitive splicing of a clock gene is a common mecha-
nism in how circadian systems respond to a variety of tempera-
ture cues.
In summary, our findings based on comparative analysis of
several evolutionary related species of Drosophila with widely
different modern distributions suggest that temperature regu-
lated splicing of a per 30-terminal intron facilitated the adaptation
of D. melanogaster and D. simulans to temperate climates.
Natural polymorphisms in the coding region of dmper have
been shown to influence another temperature relevant effect
on the clock, namely, temperature compensation (Kyriacou
et al., 2008; Sawyer et al., 1997). Thus, it is possible that the
dmper gene in D. melanogaster is a ‘thermal responsive hot-
spot’ for optimizing clock function to a range of climates.
Although it is not clear at present whether the thermal phenotype
in the splicing of dmpi8 is a result of natural selection, the
requirement for multiple suboptimal splicing signals suggests
intricate coevolution. It appears that the overall efficiency of
dmpi8 splicing is optimized for not only thermal responsiveness,
which is based on suboptimal splicing signals, but also balanced
against sufficient splicing efficiency to influence global levels of
per RNA. A similar mechanism is absent in D. yakuba and
D. samtomea, two highly related species that do not face the
challenge of large seasonal variations in temperature. On
a broader perspective, our data suggest that natural selection
operating at the level of splice site strength is likely to be a signif-
icant mechanism underlying thermal adaptation of life forms.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Fly Strains and General Handling
The wild-type D. melanogaster data shown in this manuscript was obtained
with the laboratory strain, Canton S. Similar results were observed with other
standard strains of D. melanogaster (e.g., Oregon R, y w; data not shown). We
show results from two different D. yakuba strains: Figure 1, Burla strain, Ivory
Coast (obtained from the Tucson Drosophila Stock Center; stock number,
14021-0261.00); Figure 8, Tai18E2 strain, Liberia (gift from Dr. Coyne,euron 60, 1054–1067, December 26, 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Inc. 1065
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female lines that we received from Dr. Coyne (e.g., Tai30, SJ2, D. yakuba 2 and
D. yakuba 45; data not shown). D. santomea (isofemale line ST0.4) was a gift
from Dr. Coyne, whereas D. simulans (sim4 strain, New Caledonia, Scotland)
was obtained from the Tucson Drosophila Stock Center (stock number,
14021-0251.216). The generation of transgenic flies is described below. All
flies were routinely reared at room temperature (22C–25C) and maintained
in vials or bottles containing standard agar-cornmeal-sugar-yeast-Tegosept-
media.
Tissue Culture Constructs
We used the pUChsNeoAct5C vector (kindly provided by Dr. K. Irvine, Rutgers
University, USA) as the backbone for generating constructs that express the
luciferase (luc) open reading frame (ORF) fused to variations of the dmper 30
UTR and flanking 30 genomic sequences. Details are provided in the Supple-
mentary material. All final constructs used in this study (i.e., Figures 3 and 4)
were validated by DNA sequencing prior to further use.
Constructs for Transgenic Flies
Details for constructs used to generate transgenic flies are described in the
Supplementary material. Transgenic flies were produced by Genetic Services,
Inc. (Sudbury, MA, USA) in aw1118 background and subsequently crossed into
a w per01 background with a double balancer line (w per01;Sco/Cyo;MKRS/
TM6B), resulting in the transgenic lines termed P{dmper/8:8}, P{dmper/
dyp30} and P{dmper/M2M1}. At least three independent lines for each
construct were obtained. The results shown in this manuscript were derived
by pooling data from the following lines: P{dmper/8:8}, f9, f19, f46; P{dmper/
dyp30}, f6, f14, f22; P{dmper/M2M1}, f13, m17, m32.
Locomotor Activity
Locomotor activity was continuously monitored and recorded in 15 min or
30 min bins by placing individual adult male flies (3- to 7-day-old males) in
glass tubes and using a Trikinetics (Waltham, MA, USA) system, as previously
described (Rosato and Kyriacou, 2006). Data analysis was done on a Macin-
tosh computer with the FaasX software (kindly provided by M. Boudinot and
F. Rouyer, CNRS, France), which is based on the Brandeis Rhythm Package
(originally developed in the laboratories of J. Hall and M. Rosbash, Brandies
University, MA, USA). Free-running periods and power (amplitude or strength
of the rhythm) were obtained using the c2 periodogram module available within
the FaasX program using activity data collected in 30 min bins during at least
5 consecutive days in DD. Flies with power R 10, width R 2, and periods
between 20–30 hr were designated rhythmic. Values for individual flies were
pooled to obtain an average value for each genotype. The timing of morning
and evening peaks, 50% morning offset and 50% evening onset were deter-
mined on a Unix command line version of the Brandeis Rhythm Package
(BRP) Phase module. The values were based on pooling data from multiple
individual flies over the last three days of LD using data collected in 30 min
bins. ANOVA and appropriate post-hoc analysis were performed using
SPSS 16.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, USA).
Tissue Culture Transfection and Collection
The S2 cells and DES expression medium were purchased from Invitrogen and
all procedures were performed according to manufacturer’s instructions. To
generate stable transformants, the Calcium Phosphate Transfection Kit (Invi-
trogen, USA) was used according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Transient
transfections were performed using Effectene (QIAGEN, USA) according to
manufacturer’s instruction. Subsequently, cells were transferred to the indi-
cated temperatures for overnight incubation before collection. During collec-
tion, cells were resuspended and washed twice with PBS on ice. Cell pellets
were subjected to RNA extraction and further analysis as described below.
Splicing Assay
For RNA analysis in flies, vials containing 100 young (2- to 6-day-old) adult
flies were placed in controlled environmental chambers (Percival, USA) at
the indicated temperature and exposed to at least five 24 hr photoperiods of
alternating LD. At selected times during LD, flies were collected by freezing
and heads isolated.1066 Neuron 60, 1054–1067, December 26, 2008 ª2008 Elsevier InTotal RNA was extracted and the relative levels of dmpi8 spliced and
unspliced per RNA variants in fly heads and S2 cells were measured using
a semiquantitative reverse transcriptase-PCR (RT-PCR) assay as previously
described (Majercak et al., 1999, 2004). Species specific primer sets were
used to amplify dmper region containing the 30 UTR intron as well as the
non-cycling Cap Binding Protein 20 (CBP20) gene as an internal control (Ma-
jercak et al., 2004) (see Supplemental Data for details). PCR products were
separated and visualized by electrophoresis on 2% agarose gels containing
Gelstar (Cambrex Co., USA), and the bands were quantified using a Typhoon
9400 Imager. The values of per-containing amplified products were normal-
ized relative to CBP20 and expressed as either total RNA or the proportion
with the 30-terminal intron removed. Total RNA was calculated by adding the
values for the two RT-PCR products; i.e., with and without the dmpi8 intron.
We routinely collected samples after different cycle lengths to ensure that
the PCR products were in the linear range.
SUPPLEMENTAL DATA
The Supplemental Data include Expanded Experimental Procedures,
Figure S1, and Tables S1–S9 and can be found with this article online at
http://www.neuron.org/supplemental/S0896-6273(08)00948-3.
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